NETWORK
FIRST
RESPONDER
ACHIEVING CYBER RESILIENCY FOR YOUR
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
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Like a first responder at an emergency, when your
network is hacked, Uplogix is already in your
neighborhood with the right tools for the job

Cybersecurity and Cyber Resiliency represent two
different and equally important ways of thinking
when it comes to protecting your cyber assets.

The cyber challenges are only multiplying as the bad
guys get better and business relies more on the
network stretching IT to the brink.

Uplogix brings a combination of network independence,
intelligence and automation to give your team the tools
to make your network more resilient.

BRIEFING

RAPID, LOCAL RESPONSE
Uplogix deploys in the rack with your
network infrastructure, so it’s
already in place when needed.
In an emergency, you call first
responders because they are
stationed in your neighborhood for
rapid response and have the
tools and skills needed for the
situation.
Uplogix is your day zero first
responder when it comes to
response and recovery from a
network hack. Uplogix deploys in
the rack with your network
infrastructure and utilizes advanced
out‐of‐band capabilities and
automation for rapid remediation at
the edge.

When your network has been
compromised, it’s all about speed to
respond and recover. Planning for
these situations can’t depend on the
network and can’t rely on “sneaker‐
net” responses for deploying new
configurations. Uplogix has the
secure out‐of‐band access and
automation that you can rely on
both as a “panic button” to
initiate a lock‐down as well as the
tools needed for a quick and
deliberate recovery.

Organizations have tended to focus on stopping data
breaches, despite the fact that it’s a losing battle.
Leaders need to focus on supporting business
resiliency and responding to cyberattacks, including
ransomware, denial‐of‐service outages and other
types of attacks. Additionally, it’s important to craft
and implement strategic plans that balance
prevention, detection, response and recovery.
Gartner, Cybersecurity Q&A: The New World of Cyber

DEFINITIONS

CYBERSECURITY
The methods and processes of protecting
electronic data.

CYBER RESILIENCY
The bigger topic of how your business will
survive a cyber attack.

Businesses are realizing that as important as their cyber
defenses are to keep attackers out, eventually there will be a
breach and they need strategies and tools for response and
recovery. Forward looking CISOs are thinking beyond data
security to networks security and ensuring their plans for
business continuity are robust.
Network resiliency means stopping the immediate threat of
compromised security by locking down the network or limiting
functionality to specific areas, remediating security controls and
addressing the disruption and continuity of business issues the
event causes.

IT’S A
DANGEROUS WORLD
OUT THERE

Limited Cybersecurity Staff
As cyber threats are increasing, the
availability of qualified cybersecurity
staff isn’t keeping up. The
International Information System
Security Certification Consortium
Inc. (ISC²) commissioned a study in
October 2018 that found that 63%
of respondents said their
organizations lack sufficient
cybersecurity staff.
Due to this lack of talent, most said
their companies are at moderate to
extreme risk of a breach.

With the existing workforce and
hiring not meeting demand,
solutions are needed to make these
workers more effective. Automating
responses to network breaches is
one way to scale the impact of
trained staff and allow them more
time to devote to assessment of the
threat and recovery.

63% of companies said their
organizations lack sufficient
cybersecurity staff
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Increasing Number of Incidents

Information security
incidents increased 14% at
the Department of
Homeland Security.

Cyber crime is a growth industry.
Whether it’s hackers looking for user
data to harvest and sell or malicious
or politically‐motivated attempts to
bring down operations of
corporations or governmental
entities, the number of security
incidents is increasing — and
showing no sign of slowing down.
The US Government Accountability
Office (GAO) released a study in
December 2018 showing that
federal agencies reported over
35,000 information security
incidents to the Department of

Homeland Security in fiscal 2017, an
increase of 14% over the previous
year.
The report also found that more
than 50% of the 23 civilian agencies
in the study did not have effective
agency‐wide information security
programs in place in 2017. The
number of incidents is likely higher,
but there aren’t controls in place to
recognize and report them.

IT’S A
DANGEROUS WORLD
OUT THERE

It’s More than Data Theft at Risk
The reliance of organizations today
on Cloud and software as a service
(SAAS) applications has elevated the
network to mission critical status.
An attack on the network itself
would paralyze many operations
from shipping and product
development to HR and
manufacturing. This loss to
productivity is a cost that doesn’t
even account for possible lost
revenue from a sales disruption.

In the aviation industry, network
and connectivity issues have
grounded hundreds of flights in
various incidents across carriers that
send ripples and delays through the
entire transportation system. While
flight systems and safety were not
impacted, ground stops don’t sit
well with busy customers. A study
by Qualtrics for Sungard AS, a global
IT services company showed that
more than a third of passengers
would not book another ticket on an
airline after being impacted by a
“technology issue.”

54% reported at least one
security incident involving an
industrial control system in
the past 12 months.
‐ Kaspersky

Why you want a network first responder
when your network is down or hacked
Gartner’s estimates put
the average cost of
downtime over
$300,000 per hour.
Tick tock…

Cisco says nearly 50%
of the security risk that
organizations face
stems from having
multiple security
vendors and products.

Federal networks have
to report hacking info,
so they are a good
data source. DHS
reported an increase
of 14% of reported
security incidents in
fiscal 2017.

SECONDS
MATTER

RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE JOB

AUTOMATED
RESPONSE

RESILIENT
MONITORING

Networks are critical to business
operations and need to operate
as designed. Today’s cloud‐based
applications and the workers that
use them rely on the network
every day. In the event of a
network hack, rapid response can
be the difference in locking
hackers down and minimizing
their impact or potentially losing
data, IP and business continuity.

When the emergency is in
your network infrastructure
itself, you need network‐
independent tools to respond
and recover to events. And
when your network is
distributed across town,
about the country or around
the world, you need secure
remote access.

In emergencies you need
every advantage you can get.
Applying reliable automation
scales the impact of your IT
staff, allowing them to
address the full breadth of
the situation.

To evaluate the severity of a
network emergency and
make good decisions, you
need reliable data. Data
collection that isn’t impacted
by the event itself.
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Between 2015 and
2017, the U.S. was the
country most affected
by targeted cyber
attacks.
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HOW IT WORKS
Uplogix locates with — and directly connects to — managed devices. Like a virtual technician,
Uplogix performs the monitoring, config & change, automated problem resolution and
security tasks that are best done or can only be done onsite. With a dedicated out‐of‐band
connection, Uplogix can always be reached remotely even when the primary network is down
or degraded from a hack.

Zero‐day, near zero‐hour responsiveness
From the moment you become
aware that your network might have
been hacked, a clock starts ticking.
You want to minimize the impact by
locking down impacted or
potentially impacted network
functions.
Uplogix can store configurations for
a “safe mode” for network devices,
limiting functionality to effectively
quarantine sections of your
network. With Uplogix you can push
a config to one device, or thousands
deployed across your network. Think
of it as a panic button.

As the scope of the breach
becomes more clear, Uplogix can
push additional configurations to
bring unaffected services and
locations back up across your
network, ensuring the fastest return
to normal possible. Network
resiliency is defined not just by how
unlikely your network is to get
hacked, but maybe even more
importantly how quickly you can
recover.

HOW IT WORKS

Scale your response team with automation
In an emergency it’s all hands
on deck, but even that is often not
enough. Uplogix acts as a multiplier
for your response team with safe
and reliable automation for
configuration and OS changes.
Using the network or an out‐of‐band
link, Uplogix can automatically and
remotely push configuration
changes and upgrades without the
risk that the changes could result in
further network outages.
Automated SurgicalRollback™
restores valid configurations
automatically, plus highlights issues
requiring human intervention when
problems occur.

Access passwords on one or
hundreds of devices can be securely
updated in a single action.
Using configuration differencing to
review recent changes to network
and communications devices,
admins can easily discern if either
problematic or corrective changes
have been made to
devices. Administrative complexity
created by heterogeneous network
infrastructures is reduced by
providing a single consistent
management interface.

The usual tenure for security
professionals is two to three years
‐ TechTarget

HOW IT WORKS

Always connected—Out‐of‐Band options
Key features of Uplogix is persistent
connectivity and continuous
monitoring to remote gear.
With Uplogix connected to your
network and communications
devices, and an out‐of‐band
connection of your choice, you can
count on maintaining management
access and two‐way control even
when the network is down or
degraded.
In addition to being able to connect
to devices, when the network is
down Uplogix Local Managers
continue to enforce security policies,
log all changes and the results of
those changes, and continuously
monitor critical device statistics and
user interactions.
Uplogix Local Managers are the
most reliable and secure out‐band‐
access solution on the market today,

with unique capabilities to ensure
that when you need access, you get
it. Uplogix Local Managers feature
an array of communications, secure
access and automation capabilities
not found in commodity console or
terminal servers.
Connectivity options include:
• V.92 modem
• Cellular (GSM and CDMA)
including support for non‐circuit
switched service with SMS
triggered “phone home”
• Secondary Ethernet
• LEO satellite
You can also configure multiple
options and use rules to decide
which option to use and when.

It’s not too late,
but you are already
behind the curve

76% percent of organizations would
likely increase the resources
available for cybersecurity
following a breach that causes
significant damage.
EY Global Information Security Survey

The average detection time for network intrusions ranges from
days to months. Average cost of a data breach is topping $3
million, and that doesn’t even factor in ongoing business
impacts like negative press. You don’t want to end up on the
front page of the Wall Street Journal for all the wrong reasons.
The time for action is now.
Network security is like a tug‐of‐war. Every time the good guys
make incremental progress, the bad guys come up with
something new and powerful to secure the advantage.
Deploying Uplogix as a network first responder is like adding
people to your side, pulling the rope back in your direction and
making your network more resilient.
For more information on how Uplogix can make your zero day a
hero day, please contact us.

ABOUT UPLOGIX
Uplogix goes beyond out‐of‐band to take
network management to new levels of
automation and security. By combining modular
out‐of‐band access (phone, cellular, fiber,
satellite) with network management software,
Uplogix provides visibility, control and cyber
resiliency while reliably automating routine
remediation and recovery of issues that
account for most trouble tickets.
Uplogix is privately‐held and headquartered in
Austin, Texas.

www.uplogix.com
sales@uplogix.com
877‐857‐7077

